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INTRODUCTION 
In this article I share from my own perspective about the character and 
qualities of Tui, and the I rms we as a group use to deal with cotiflict: 
'preventive' in the way of social design, and 'emergency' in the Nvav of crises 
management strategies. The strongest emphasis is on preventive measures. 
By sharing my experience, I hope to help niinintise certain negative aspects of 
community development by other intentional community villages. It also 
offers inspiration and guidance, hopefully giving new projects the coiilidence 
to begin, and flagging conununities the encouragement to change and 
move forward. Were other menibers of lui to write on the theme of this 
chapter, each would conic up with their own quite dillerent expression of it. 
The uniqueness ofeacli iiidividtial enriches our community. In m\ observato m 
a group follows the sailie liI stages as a living being: 

C(nicrption 	ideals, ideas, spirit ual impulse; 

Inancr 	nurturing the Vision; 

Birth 	Ian nching into unknown territory, and the need for 
Coninlitrnent via material means to sustain the newly born 
(e.g. money, labour, g(u ds ); 
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U'Olkinf7 	venturing forth, putting dOwn roots, physical exprcssiOil; 

Childhood 	unfoldnient of original seed, modilied by enviionhi)Ciital 
influences; 

7eentyje rears exploration, testing models, challenging structure, rebellion 
against established forms; 

Adulthood 	re-evaluation, refinement, lull responsibility, managing the 
initiative you have ii ndertaken. 

Adulthood has several maturing stages. I do not know how many years 
each stage takes. Although a cat, a dog or an elephant have similar stages 
of development, they all have difl'rent timing to reach maturity. In my 
observation, Tui has after I I \'ears, reached a stage of adulthood. We have 
stumbled our way through these stages, and learned so iiiiich along the way 
about how to live with each other with caring, hi iiiour, lioncsty and respect. 
Often our learning was painful, taking us down to granite bedrock and 
through molten fire. The outcome of our Commitment to stay with the 
process' has meant that Iui has evolved into a healths' community organism 
respecting individual freedom; to nurturing relationships, maximising 
Ci i-operation and minimising conflict. 

ORIGINS 
Tui Community is situated in Wainui Ba', adjacent to Abel Tasman National 
Park, in Golden Bay, Nels( in Province, Aotearoa/Nev Zealand. This coastal 
land totals 1 5() acres, with a mix of' rolling hills and flat arabic land; clear, 

- 

ear-round streams of drinking water quality; and a valley of regenerating 
native forest. In 1996, Tui consisted of 22 adults and 18 children, from 
6 nationalities. liii arose out of an holistic gathering iii Nelson province in 1984, 
when a few of the 300 people present committed to continue the spirit oitfie 
gathering by forming an intentional coniniunitv. A year from conception, and 
alter three major meetings, several people rented a large farmhouse and moved 
housetrucks, housebuses and caravans onto i he surrounding land. I'here we 
lived for a 	trial lime' together, discussing comimi iiitv ideals, experimenting 
with fInancial systems, cu-operative business ventures-and collective childeare. 

• lui I and Irust', our legal entity, was formed during this phase. We used 
a specific participatory process to create and consolidate the aims and • management method, which constitutes our legal commitment. 1w 1 Sand 
Irust is legally classified as - ac liaritable trust for the broad purposes of 
landcare, holistic education and healing. The land is held in perpetuity for the 
purposes stated in the Trust deed, fir future generations. i'here are no shares 
that can be bought and sold, and no individual land titles. This system of legal 
ownership and governance has saved us nianv times flow the kinds of conflict 
we have seen arise in other communities which have a co-operative or a 
company legal entity. Such things as the fierce debating of the price of shares 
for new nieinbei's, or having to quickly raise money at a high interest rate to 
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pay out a member, can jeopardise the survival ofa conliminitv.'Unit 'litle', 
at the other end of the ownership scale, does not encounter this problem. 

After nine months, when we felt rcadv to purchase land together and build 
a permanent Cornintinity, we went through a visioning and commitment 
process, making written pledges of how much money each of its would 
personally contribute towards land purchase, and defining our requirements 
for quality and characteristics of land by drawing up a group mandala of 
essential and preh.rred features. We then wrote up our requirements, u)gethcr 
with potential available purchase amount, and 'cast the net' for land within 
the Tasnian Bays area. Three months later we had purchased land which 
met our criteria, and moved our mobile accommodations on. 

SETTLEMENT AND LAND 

Soon afterwards we drew up a broad zoning of the land h)r lunise sites, 
waterlines, waste disposal, food gardens and forest preserve, and submitted 
a 'Specified Landuse l)eparture' planning application to the local council 
for miltiple dwelling status, within our District Scheme. During this time 
we launched a deliberate public relations campaign with local residents 
and business people to make ourselves known and visible, with the intention 
of countering any unsubstantiated resistance and alleviating phantom ftars. 
Our flrst Practical steps were to begin a large communal vegetable garden 
and to establish a kindergarten for our young children. 

At this stage there was a lack of support from within the community for a 
holistic and integrated design of the land. Had we attempted a collective 
perniaculture design, using participatory methodology, the very different 
underlying values held by members yf our group with regard to land use, 
would have become glaringly obvious. Instead they surfiiced in emotionally 
clouded ways through tasks a rid issues as they arose through time. We were in 
the roles of guardians and developers of this remarkable property, and we 
discovered thatwe had fundamentally different approaches to land management. 

This varied from 'let the land take care of itselr, from those whose 
motive was to live less stressfully in a beautiful natural environment, to 'let's 
plan a long term land management strategy', from those who were 
committed to actively manage the land for the purposes of food and timber 
selfsufiiciencv. These issues had not arisen bek)re we actually moved on to 
the land. The outcome of this division was a strong tendency towards an 
anarchistic style of land management, typifIed by sOmeone planting trees in 
places that would in the long term block sunlight from future hutise sites, 
and other people transplanting them; some people pulling out vildling 
pine seedlings because the' were viewed as a weed encroaching on native 
forest, and some people banding together as a 'save the pine tree' group. 

My perception is that at the core of the value conflict was 'my value 
system is right and s -ours is wrong'. The 'laud managers' were considered 
Synonymous with land developers = land rapers. The 'conservationists purists' 
'vere considered as unrealistic dreamers, who could todd their 'leave nat tire 
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unto itself' philosophy because they had the privikgc of shoppint at the 
supermarket and purchasing building timber from the timber merchants. 
This was in the early days, when we had little experience with conflict 
resolution and we were struggling to 1111(1 our way together. Yet we sensed 
that unless we got down to the 'root', we could not manage to carry on 
living together. You could feel the fear. A few of us had experienced a form 
of open, honest and reflective group communication used by the Maori 
(indigenous people of Aotearoa/New Zealand) called n'hail,'orero, which makes 
it possible for people with even vehemently opposing ( )ints of view to hear and 
accept each other to love and forgive. We decided to adapt this sacred protocol 
to our emerging Tui culture, and the 'Tuki' (outlined further on) was born. 

We held a 'Tuki' around the issue of landuse and relationship with the land, 
and soon got down to the deep, underlying emotional issues. One oithe issues 
I strongly remember coming up was the feeling of guilt and responsibility 
some carried from their colonial forelithers who basically stole land, 
branded it 'my property', then exploited and raped it. 1'his, together with the 
contemporary image of the tYpical subdivision land developer who scapes oft 
flora and fiuna, then reshapes natural terrain into characterlcss soulless 
landscape, all for the goal of money. People expressed abhorrence to these 
attitudes to the land, and their current caretaking responsibility to do it right, 
to play a tiny part in redressing the balance, weighed heavily. Models were few 
and fur between, and it was inevitable that we would become a model ourselves. 

I share this detail as a caution not to judge too harshly nor to react too lhst 
to take the care and time to discover what underlies people's attitudes. What 

I have described is the kind of typical polarisation that a group of people, 
particularly from very diverse backgrounds might strike. It is wise to address 
attitudes to land use before purchasing land together. Although m 1st of us 
have now spent eleven years on the land, to a much lesserdegree, this difference 
still lives with us at l'ui today. We came from predominantly city backgrounds, 
and many of our members were relatively new settlers Iron) other countries. 
Consequently, our collective experience in farming, and p;irtictilarly within 
the ecological conditions of this country, was very limited. 

We uianagcd to work within the initial Lonings we planned for our 
council application, and adapted as we learned more about microclimates 
and other environmental behaviour patterns. We have made iilistakesaplenrv, 
and learned a lot through time, from living and working closely with the land. 
We are now reasonably attuned. ( ommonlv managed land is now the 

• 	 responsibility of the 'land group' to administer. 
This group is composed of people who are actively engaged in specific 

areas of land management - stich as shelter belts, woodlot, nurser, stream 
and sea wall maintenance, roads and tracks, lease arrangements and f.rm 
machinery. They are autonomous, but guided by commtlnitv policy, and 
require community consensus for major developments. Individual households 
are responsible for designing and implementing of the 'cai -etaking areas' 
around their own homes. 
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INFRASTRUCTUI 
Currently there are 16 permanent ownerdesignCd-and-hU11t dwellings and 

2 	
homes. Other ma;()r structures on the land are: a multipurpose 

lTh)bilC 
house, a craft workshop, barn, tool and implement sheds, 

corniliunity 
accommodations, a small counselling retreat and massage hut, 

VO visitors' 
and a Community cu it ti ral/spiritiIal/edtlti0l centre. 

for Energy sources are a combination of mains electricity, primarily 
solar energy for communal buildings and heavy machinery, and some 

lithting, water heating and light appliances. The Tiji Stream is our source 
Sewerage is taken care of for domestic water supply and gardens irrigation. 

via ace ntralised settling pond with wind, sun and micro-organisms as 
to break down the sludge. The liquid nutrient is sprayed onto a catalysts 

coppicing woodiot in a nearh 	field. It functions well, though some would 

compOSting toilets, complemented with a reedbed greywater system, prefer 
but too little was known or officially documented about these systems at the 

application, and so they were not acceptable to our time of our sewerage 
council health inspectors. 

SOME PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE KEYS 
to become close socially, it is essential to I uphold that for a community 

have a reasonably central community house and a real plus to have 
communal washing facilities. In the Western world, if you want to retain 
individuality, I would caution against living in a communal housing setup - 

even sleepouts with shared facilities such as kitchen and washroom, are likely 

in 	lot of 	process. to engage people 	a 	group 
it 	ui 	is commun ii I 

Anoth 1 	'U 	1 	of 	11111011 	Ii urn 	oui 	c\pcl IcnLc 
have 	diflrent standards of 

ownership of tools and niachine'. People 	such 
and different attitudes and knowledge about use and maintenance, 

macliinei. A co-ordinator who sets and monitors the standards is essential 

if,  voil are going to do this. A special caution is chainsaws and vehicles. 
These are best to he personally owned, unless they arc consistently checked 
and maintained by an experienced person, and the users have to pass a test 

to show that they are competent. 

SOCIAL ORGANISATION 
lif 	for Tui has a steady stream of visitors, coming to experience community 

interested in the social a short period of time. Most people are primarily 

aspects of comiiiuility living. 
common are around issues of Of all the questions asked, by far the most 

human relationships within a close living context As a reflection oVWestern 
about individual versus communal society today, people are most concerned 

- 
rights, freedoms and responsibilities and comniullication, conflict resolution, 

decision-making ;iiid leadership. Behind these concerns is the fear of losing 
oneS individuality within the group, coupled with the reahisation that group 

intcrlction md in's ol 	mcnt is import nt for pci son ii 'a cllhciii 

L- 
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These issues are at the forefront of our lives at Tui. We have worked 
continually on them over the years, both philosophically, and in experimenting 
with appropriate structures and guidelines to f.eiIitate quality relating. I believe 
this area of endeavour to be Tui's greatest strength. The Tui Community 
Mission Statemcnt, written in 1991, captures the essence ofwhy we choose to 

live in community, 'LAs a coIlllllLlllitN,  living togcther, we are seeking whoteness 
through tulfilling relationships with ourselves, others and our planet." 

MEMBERSHIP 
In order to assume full rights and responsibilities lr living at 'Iui, one needs 
to become a member of the Tui I.and 1rust, requiring a trial period as a 
resident in the Tui Community. Membership follows the following steps: 
short term visitor (up to 1 month); long term visitor (6 months); prospective 

member (up to 18 months); full member (afterofficial election, for the duration 
of living on the land). Each applicant requires individual consideration. 
The procedure is common for all, but the conditions are fexiblc in order to 
meet individual needs. When a person applies to become a prospective 
member, they choose a 'fcilitator', who guides them through the more formal 
aspects of living at Tui, whilst providing personal support where needed. 

The staged membership process provides a way whereby members and 
non members have time to find out if living together works for theni. 
Non members have the opportunity to discover if the culture, customs and 
philosophy ofTui arc sutlicicntiv aligned with their own, in order to invest 
their future with that group of people. l'ui has specific requirements for 
moving through the various stages towards membership. 

LEADERSHIP 
Tui's leadership is non hierarchical, and there is no specific leader, neither 
political nor spiritual. Overall there is a respect for each other's 
personal qualities, as we entrust each other with guiding tile group in 
particular arenas of decision-making and action plans. As we encourage 
development of the whole person and mol)ilitv of roles, each person takes a 
turn at meeting ticilitation, and people are encouraged to change roles of 
responsibility at least once a year. There is an overlap period for training of skills 
and learning of systems, as one person phases out and another phases in. 

in recent years the role of the Trust Chairperson has expanded to 
include keeping an overview of tile community wellbeing and Trust atii.iirs 
on a regular basis, and bringing attention to any areas which are neglected, 
not respected, nor fiillowed up. This has been an important development. 
it has noticeably improved Tui's functioning and itirer-relati umliips and 
genrallv the community runs more smoothly. 

For those of us being raised in the Wcstern World', our conditioning 
towards fending for ourselves as individuals has been So strong, that it needs 

vigilance to counter that conditioning if one chooses a co-operative litstle. 
Unless it is implanted through upbringing, the pull to be separate and 

1: 
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COnipetitive Call  he so perstiisvc aid 1.Il1()11SCJOUS, that it can destroy even 
the most 'cll - intentioned 01 coiuiniinitics. I have seen many communities 
who began as idealistic co-operatives, gradually 'dcgcnerate' into subdivision 
stvlc nuclear households, where it has become difficult to live as neighbours 
because of unresolved dif&rences causing bitterness. 

LABOUR 

In the early das there was more informal labour pooling for communal tasks. 
We were at an cxcired, idealist, pioneering stage, and the economic support 
system gave many of us the time to put our energies into building up Tui. 
We were living in temporary accommodations, and the children were still very 
young. Input was based on trust and collective dedication of 'the pioneerS', 
with individual choice as to how much time you poit in. The style was fairly 
anarchistic. In the longer term, this approach led to a wide difThrcncc in 
labour input. This became a contentious community issue, which gave rise to 
a 'Tuki' on the theme of labour input and community organisation. 

Asa result of this, we established a fairly efficiently organised system of 
specific roles and tasks needed to keep the place running smoothly, with teams 
or individuals for all areas of community and land maintenance. Now each 
person gives a similar amount of time input per week, a minimum of one day. 

Each area has a job description put together by those workers and 
endorsed by the community. Jobs are: land maintenance, machinery 
maintenance, orchard, vegetable garden, food/kitchen/shop, services 
(water, power etc.), visitor co-ordinator, house co-ordinat -or/maintenance, 
other community buildings, administration (finance, secretarial), Tui 'I"mala 
building, sewerage pond and spray-fIeld woodlor area. All teams are 
empowered by the rest of the community to make decisions, act, and run 
their finances as the' see fit in the interests of us all. Freedom with responsibility 
and accountability is the keynote. 

Development projects are done by everyone, working-bce style, under a 
co-ordinaror. Additionally, we each take our turn at cooking the daily 
community meal, via a cooking roster, (one's turn comes around about 
one every three weeks). Each person has a specific house-cleaning job, 
which rotates every few months. 

With our individual and group income earning activities, hiousebuilding 
or maintaining of caretaking area, plus family and personal interests, this is 
about all we can manage to give voluntarily to the community. 

. 	 FINANCES 

I believe that the greatest test of -a community's spiritual alignment is how 
rhe- deal with the financial realm. In my experiences of community work 
and life, this is where the most energy gets stuck, and the atmosphere in 
which a discussion takes place can easily become 'leaden'. 

Already I'ui had come far ak)ng the track to consensus around financial 
matters by deciding to purchase land under a Trust rallier than Company 
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structure, and declaring that the ainount a person pledged to the Trust for 
land purchase be voluntary. This later changed to a guideline amount and 
proportion of an incoming members assets. Individual circumstances are 
taken into account when the incoming member meets with the finance 
group to discuss their contribution. 

On a daily level, income earning is an individual's responsibility. Each 
month we all contribute a small amount to community and land 
management overheads and development, as well as for bulk food such as 
grains, which we do not grow oii the land. Members earn their income in 
a diversity of ways, including outside wage-working, small businesses, 
government benefits, consultancics and pi -oducts. 

Our only business co-operative is 'The 'f'ui Rec Balme Co-operative', 
a very successful community business which makes natural skin care and 
healing products, sold by mail order and direct marketing throughout the 
country. By lifestyle choice, most Tui people devote only half of the week to 
income earning. This allows time for timilv, community work and other 
pursuits. This is made possible by 'lui members having lower financial 
overheads than individual property owners, primarily because the cost of 
land is shared, as well as facilities, machinery, rates, county services, and bulk 
food. Labour is voluntarily provided by community residents, and food is 
primarily home grown. 

It is my opinion that for a community to function holistically on all 
levels, an essential ingredient is to have a form of income earning that 
ties people together. Of necessity this keeps people having to move forward 
as a group, as their 'food source' is bound in with evolving sustainable 
ret ati( )fl5 hips. 

MANAGEMENT AND MEETING 
Each week we hold a two hour busiiicss and sharing meeting. It has rotating 
facilitation (generally one person will facilitate four to six meetings), and 
decision-making is by consensus. Diverse and creative methods are used as 
appropriate, to arrive at decisions efficiently and vet sensitively. 

If a block to decision-making happens, the facilitator may call a time 
of silent reflection, or challenge the person or people who are holding 
on the agreement to share in depth what is behind their decision, and alcr 
that there may be further discussion as new information is brought to light, 
or the person may be asked if they are prepared to stand aside so that the 
matter can he actioned, although they may not agree with the decision. 
At times it is obvious that it is too premature to make a decision, in which 
case items are brought forward to a future meeting, al tovi ng more time 
for digestion and/or further research. Items passed are recorded and 
usually empowered with a "ho!". 

Similarly, if a person assumes a new position of responsibility tIlCV are 
actively empowered. At times we have used a specilic technique: people rub 
together their palms, then hold up their hands, with palms facing towards 

.4 
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the person to be enipowered. 'I'his little ritual, \vhich consciously fOCUSeS 
pvsit- ivc energy toivards the (>flC taking on the responsibility, is powerful, 
unifying and actively felt by the person. I believe that this act anchors the 
111cillory of support in all concerned if the going gets rough. 

Small management groups are also empowered in a similar manner. 
Empowerment means that the person or group is• actiel' given the trust to 
make deciSions and act on behalf of the community. Only people practically 
involved in that area of work on behalf of the community, serve on these 
management groups. The groups are: finance, land, garden, technical 
developnient, building, community ficilities, fcstivities. 	Before a group 
needs to work on an issue, broad policy has already been formed and 
endorsed by the community as a body. Ifit is an entirely new area, the group 
will bring it forward to the community for a policy decision, often with a 
proposal already formulated for discussion. Since we have adopted the small 
group and empowernient system, our community meetings arc less unwieldy, 
less frustrafing, not overloaded, more efficient, lighter and more fun. 

Meetings typically begin with a circle of silence fir 'getting ourselves 
present', at times taking the fi rm of a brief guided meditation, li )!lowed by 
acknowledging each other's presence. Meetings traditionally end with a 
circle oC silence, for reflection, completion, and possibly a sung which 
often captures the mood of the meeting. Each meeting reserves a personal 
sharing spot', which is booked in advance on the agenda sheet. This is a space 

for a person to openly share about things that are happening for them which 
they want the whole community to know about, often to do with a shift 
in life direction. Ltsuallv there is no decision-making component, rather an 
atmosphere of support. Sharing topics cover such themes as children, 
relationships, work, health, fInances. A person may request, or he oflered, 
suppom t outside the mccring unic in i pu tiul r w is 	I his can citlicr t iki the 
form of quiet 'iii principle' support fl-urn the community k)r a major life 

dir Cc tion shift 	or input/suggcstions is to how to tacklc i probkm th. 
aren't able to manage alone (such as a difliculty arising with parenting). 

Once a month a part of the meeting is devoted to issues which concern 
lui children, and all children, from the youngest to the oldest, are present. 
This is an opportunity for children or adults to bring forward proposals or 
problems which need total comnuumlity input, or to report on particular 
progress or events. Typical items would be outings, funduig fbr a children's 
item, serious behavioural difficulties, community sports events. At times it 
can be overwhcliriing for children to speak out in a big group. In these 
instances one or two adults of the children's clmicc would meet separately 
with the group of children, and report back to the meeting. 

We have Ilirmally elected officers of the Land Trust, but as all members 
of 	1ui are Trustees, our Trust meetings happen within our couliintmnitv 
meetings, one precedes the other, and separate minutes are kept. It is easy to 
determine which is 'I'rust -  and which is community business, although this 
was not the case in the early days. Our only separate Trust meeting these 
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days is an SUM to elect a new member, or an AGM to do financial review 
and pi mnnin 	md to ikit othiirs fhi AUM is also i iikhi ition of tlii 
completion of another year togcther. 	 = 

C0NFLIcr RFSOLU LION 
Confliit i isolut ion per si is m proiss i.idid ii t hi i nd of the hoc. 
( outhit doiS and is III h ippin in any group, scm learning is is s to diii is ith it 
is sit ml to the lk of a group It mruscs bii must, of I uk of honisti dilki c.nc.is 
in habits, likstvle and values, projections and reflccrii ms, and inappropriate 
sti uiturcs to miit the ncc.(ls of m pit tiiukr group Pros iding ss i s to diii 
is ith thist 'in is significantly minumisis ioiiiliit II thc. group dois not h iii 
agreed mechanisms to deal with conflict, the tension that builds up, spoken 
or unspokin mu it ibis hi ins ihout dist mniiumg [hi iniplodud c. nim ,s 
created by denial is likely to destroy the group eventually. 

In my observations and experience, groups which have not upheld personal 
growth as a prerequisite for group growth and prosperity, have tmlrimatelv 
destroyed themselves. Conversely, if the group's members have a selfcentred 
approach to personal growth, the group's growth will be seriously stunted, 
although it may have the illusion of appearing healthy upon initial contact. 

There is a strong caution here for the New Age movement, where the right 
jargon can make it look as if people are being accepting, understanding, 
adaptable and responsible, whereas underneath another personal agenda is 
going on. e.g. making 'I' own/accept statements when the underlying tone 
is 'you' are to blame. The privileged society has become SO sophisticated 
at using the communication styles learned through higher education and 
transpersonal workshops, that these 'underground streams' are often 
unconscious. At liii we are not absolved from this tendency. Our collective 
commitment to giving fedhack and 'speaking our truth', helps to minimise F 
the exercising of this somersault psychology. 

Personal growth is an important aim of all of us at Tui, and because of this, 
the approaches outlined here work for us. If personal growth is not one of 
your group's common aims, you may need quite different approaches. 
For instance, ones which deal with issues purely at a structural level in order 
to function. 1-lowever, with singularly structural approaches, the issues will 
still he there - instead they can be side-stepped and repressed, and may 
fester then take another fbrm. If your group is determined to avoid intimacy 
(getting below the surfimce), the 'structural solution' will probably be your 
approach. The result will tend to be a hierarchical, inflexible power structure, 

1) 	and rigidlY defined roles. 

	

All prospective members and members of Tui make a commitment 	 H 
not to walk away from conflict. If requested, a member, small group, or, 

JI if necessary, the whole community, can be supportive in conflict resolution. 
We have learnt, and continue to learn uscfml communicam ion skills to help 
us move and grow through these times. We expect children, as well as adults, 
to  deal with conflict constructively. 
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Ihc following is our agreement around conflict: 

"Jfa major conJlict arises lietis'ce;i two members, or beta'ceii one ;iie;nlier 
and the rest of the communit3', and they are uniriliiiiq or unable to 
resoli'c it, the situation is unacceptable to Jui. A community ;flettinij 
shall be called by anp resident member in order to n'ork tou'ards resolution. 
It is required that both members attend. More than one mccting may be 
necessamy. If no satisfactory prolyrcss is made, an outside fitcilitator, 
acceptable to the niembers in conflict, will be ini'ited, and a further 
17 tiem'npt ma dt'. 

COMMON AGREEMENTS FOR DAILY LIVING 

At the beginning of our time on Tui land, after a vear ol our experiences 
of living together, the Common Agreements document was drawn up. 
Although it is useful as a reference, as a community we generally felt that 
the discussion and decision-making about the issues raised is more vital 
than the document itselt However, I would strongly recommend for an' 
group coming together to get clear on boundaries around behaviours which 

' afkct their daily lives. It is surprising how diflirent seemingly insignifIcant 
personal attitudes and behaviours can have a major impact on people who 
share territory. It is useful to have thcsc things out in the open early on, to avoid 
'battles' or imploded resentments. It is also a useful guideline as to whether 
or not you can live together. 

Common Agreement themes are difTIrent to those which appear in a legal 
document for land ownership or caretaker-ship, although some may overlap. 
The following headings constitute our Common Agreements document: 
meetings I)r()eedttres and rules), organisational and administrative 
responsibilities, personal growth and relationships, work (community 
workload, gender roles in work), visitors, children, employment, religion, 
medicine/healing, trees, animals, tools and machinery, vehicles, media 
(radio, hi-ti, television), noise level, food, drugs, chemical sprays, nudity, 
violence, conflict resolution. A few diverse examples are: 

Rekijion the community provides for freedom of choice of religion 
or spiritual path. 

Vehicles 	are to be kept in allocated vehicle parking areas. 
Internal roads to be used for utility purposes only 
(i.e. to drop off and pick up goods). 

(;e;ideu• Roles we encourage the sharing and teaching of work skills not 
in Work 	previously learned because of our backgrounds of role 

stereotypes and gender inequality in the workplace. 
Note: In reality this transference has most lv been one way 
- with the men teaching the women skills such as building 
and tractor driving. 

to 
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Consecrating the land around the spiritual centre of the com;nunirv with flower 
essences. 
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Carrot Hccding in the (Ommunhlygarden - a great way to sharc stories! 
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Al -  iui, new agreements are made and written up as issues arise which 

need some clear and comiiiitted poSitioll hoiii the group. Ihese C011IflR)il 

agreements set a standard for members. I'hev govern communal areas onl', 

where they are taken seriously, hoilollrcd, and strictly adhered to. It is 

important to note that these rules are not top-dowii' dictated, they arc decided 

and agreed upon by all ol us, lot the sake of minimising stress and optimising 

harmony. Nowadays it seems that protocol is suliIciently established in Tui 

daily life for visitors and intending members to pick it up by observation and 

oSmosiS. mi is not about oppressing individual lreedoni, depriving people of 

their needs, or forcing personal growth. People's homes are their own domain 

reely deterniine their own standards. Generally, there seems to where they f  
be little variance between individual standards and communal standards. 

EMOTIONAL MANAGEMENT 
ltii's mode tended towards crisis management before we faced the fact that, 

as individuals and as a conimunitv, we needed to do something major about 

taking responsibility for our own realities. This has meant learning to own 

our mental attitudes and emotional states of being rather than attributing 

cause or blame to others. Ultimately it amounts to taking 100% responsibility 

for our iimer -and outer worlds - creations and reflections, responses and 

reactions. Ihere is a lot to say on this, and I would refer anyone wanting to 

C. investigate decper, to search in personal growth and healing literature. 

When, through various teachers and workshops, we inereasingl\ began 

to take lull responsibility tbr our bcliefsysterns and strengthened commitment 

to actively bring about change, the way we related to each other and dealt with 

dfki LnLcs 	shiltLd remarkably. Instc id of arguing 	b lLLbitin6 	repressing,  

putting I ih othcr dow ti' 	01 	dumping 	on c u_b other, w c llstL ncd 

considered and valued each other's perspective. This was not and is not always 

so. Taking full responsibility requires vigilance and constant practice and 

beliovcs feedback to keep on track. The more support and positive feedback 

from lik itself thuc is the ILSS LOot t it tikc_s, and this w is of su_ing tlu. v ot Id 

mud u_I uin 	with othci s bu_otm_s n itui il 	I hc kit iiin 	ili 	ir stops 

In my epc i ILQLI_ 	is I uni i\ LI the immc_di ltL md tzro's k LI nl lkLup of my 

bLln_f S\ stcnl sp lu_iS LI (. itLd lot thc moi L subtk bdids to LomL to light 	I hsi. 

seem to be carried intergcnerationally and are culturally embedded. in an 

ternationat community, these culturally ingrained unconSciouS attitudes will 

liv into how we interact with each other, and will colour our viewpoillts. 

l'he introduction ol1)omaiii Shut philosophy and technologies to sonic 

our members (via workshops) had a signilicant influence on our 

conimunity's growth. Domain Shift is about quatituni leaps rather than 

incremental change, and aims for nothing less than personal and societal 

transformation — the creation olSacred Society - bringing sacredness into 

the most profane activities and the most superficial relationships. 

• Whereas many trailspersoiial psychotherapies focus on the mental and 

spiritual levels, or depend on other people to stimulate and support an 
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individual in the process of change, Domain Shift focuses on the physical 
and emotioiial, through to the mental and spiritual. Jr begins with the 
information that our neurology hold the keys to our makeup, and one needs 
u 'rewire' unbeneilcial connections, initially by creating a lot of energetic 

space through movcmcnt and emotional relcase. Space is then opcned up for 
>oking clearly at bcliefsysteins which cripple us in activating our potential as 

humans, and changing thesc into beneficial beliefs through an allirmation 
process. I have stated the approach (It Domain Shifr simplistically and in my 
own understanding. There are many strings to its bow, resulting from 
intensive research into, and integration of the best of personal growth tools, 
L)acked by the evidence of contemporary psychology and science. 

By individuals in their own right pracusiug the techniques for emotional 
management and transformation, it has become acceptable and supported as 
a part of everyday liti., for people at Tul generally to release an 'emotional 
charge' they may have around an issue, in open space with minimum effect on 
others. No-one need ever know what it was about or become involved in that 
person's process at all. This makes our relating so much freer, and opens up 
space for quality, rather than being bogged down with each other's dramas. 

A couple at Tui now teach this technology, and have added to it a process 
they call 'Quality Circle', a more still and reflective process of training to 
become fully present in the moment. 'Fui has greatly benefited from Quality 
Circle also. More recently, Tantra has been introduced to most people at Tui, 
and three people now run workshops in this throughout the country. 
Although the expression of Tantra which is the transmutation of sexual to 
spiritual energy, thus fir happens within monngamous partnerships at Tui, 
I experience the personal growth that has occurred through l'antra, enhancing 
he quality ofintlinacy between all of us, in a sacred and respectful way. 

TooLs AND TECHNIQUES FOR GROUP CLALUTY WITHIN A MEETING 
Hand Gauging 
The use ofthe hand as an indicator, on a gradient of one to ten, about where 
a person stands on an issue. People stay where they are, and the ficilitator asks 
lir a hand gauge, with 0 being the ground level and 10 being as fir as the arm 
can stretch. People can also indicate with their hands where the)' are on a 
feling level around an issue, by showing a steady hand lr tlrm and clear, 
to a wobbly hand for unsure. Hand gauging gives an instant readout of 
where a group is at. It shortcuts a lot of discussion or guides the discussion 
in the necessary direction. it is a useful tool for us. 

Sociogram 
A sociogram is a more sophisticated version ofhand gauging. It is useful to find 
out about the range of behaviours, values and attitudes within a group. The 
ficilitator lays out written or verbally indicated numbers from 1 to 10 along the 
floor in a straight line. People then assemble themselves along that line, 
depending on where they stand on a particular issue. For example, on an issue 
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of diet, vegans might stand at one end, and carnivores at another, with othcrs 
placing themselves along the continuum. From then on there are a lot of 
options - for everyone simply to note the pattern, for people at various placs 
along the continuum to talk with each othcr about their position etc. A most 
interesting aspect is the finding of one's position, by finding out wherc and 
why others have placed themselves where they have. Again, the position of 
the group is made clear, and areas in need ol'discussioii become focused. 

Role Reversal 
- 	 Iftwo people are attached to their different points of view, and their attitudes 

are holding the group up from moving forward, the facilitator may suggest 
that they come into the centre of the circle and reverse roles several times, 
to 'stand in the other person's shoes' and have a better understanding of 
their position. In our experience this frees people up from being locked in 
their standpoint, and enables people to shift, usually closer to each other. 

Contemplation 
Going into introspective silence is an appropriate thing to do hcn there is 

. an issue which is at a deadlock, or when a debate has become sufficientl 
heated that the group can no longer function effectively. After the silence, 
usually for only a few minutes, people will share any insights they have with 
the group, and they are taken as an important contribution. Silence for this 
mrose has always proved invaluable to us at Tui. It is not uncommon tom 
people to have similar or complementary insights, which are a conipletelv 
dilPrent angle on what has been discussed beforehand, and I'Or a decision 
to arise clearly and swiftly after a contemplative silence. 

Visual Aids 
Specially charts and graphs are invaluable for keeping track of a meeting, 
recording the thread and thrust or simply group decisions. The forms they can 
take are only limited by the imagination, and can be designed to meet the need 
of the particular issue. We use all sorts, from straight recording on large 
I)ewsprint paper in mindmap or list form, to bar graphs done on computer, 
to coloured counters placed on the ground, as indicators of group progress. 

Biographies 
A biography is a life story of key people and events which have influenced 
who a person is today. It is, to me, a very important technique in bringing 
about intimacy. Learning about people's backgrounds helps its to understand 
why we have such individual differences. A common outcome of biography 

4 sharings is acceptance and appreciation. They require time, genuine interest 
and listening patience of a group to make the commitment worthwhile. 
At Iui we have begun to use this tool, but did not follow through, because 
we \'cre unable to honour the time it took to be of high value. In 
Anthroposophical (Rudolf Steiner) initiatives, biographies are considered an 
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important tool as a lbieru iiner for staff to bcgin working together. They have 
1 pIt tilul ir approich, and I would rcconimend getting i Ncilintor from 
this movement to at least start a group off with biography sessions. 

Tuki 
Tuki stands for Tui Communiiv Integration - a word coined by a Tui 
vordsmith. A 'Tuki' is an oratory 'heart sharing circle' process, which we have 
adopted and adapted from the Maori whaikorero and American Indian 	 • 

ti thaI LOunul 	Its purpose for us is to go deeper into the fimily, cultui ii and 
historical conditioning and values which underlie emotional and attitudinal 
blocks )  to us as a group, making aligned decisions and defining collective 
direction. It also serves to renew inspiration and therefore commitment. luki 
are usullly held whin we gu. stuck in a wiy 's hi1h hindus our positisI pi Obi ISS 

as a group This is when mistrust and misundcrstandings build, v h. ii di ffet c nces 
create separation, when we loose sight of loving over divisive comniunity issues. 

Tuki often facilitate major structural and organisational changes, which 
realistically reflect and update where we are at as a group. The result is that the 
structure serves us, rather than us being servants of the structure. To me Tuki 
is a fundamental cornerstone ofTui's social system. Without them we could 
he living with a lot of misunderstandings, mistrust and alienation. Tuki is 
one of the most powerful methods ofconflict resolution. This tends to happens 
indirectly, within the Tuki process, and as an outcome of it. A Tuki can take 

ce with any size group. Limiting factors to he aware of, are the audibility 
Loplc 's \ oiccs and how long pcoplc can sit without going for i pu) 
At Tui, our Tukis centre around a theme or issue which is 'up' for us, 
icrimes stated as a question. We arc aware of the theme for several weeks 

n advance, and we have time to reflect about it, take it into our dreams, 
research it, talk about it with others. A Tuki generally happens for two days, 
including the evening in between. It can happen for,  longer, but it is inadvisable 
to plan for shorter, because there is insufficient time to reach and sustain the 
depth as a whole group. In the 'old times', when the children were small, 
we used to all bring our sleeping bags and sleep overnight in one room. 
The children still fondly remember those times when they were bathed in 
the essence of community. 

It is important that everyone is present, as it is almost unavoidable that 
the group will have a 'paradigm shift', and it is difficult for a person being 
left behind to he integrated later. A consequence is that the absent person 
may he holding on to old stuff and be thinking in outmoded vavs, that no 
longer fit with the evolved group. 

A Tuki works like this: two facilitators, usually one male and one female, 
guide the process, and 'hold' and monitor the group energy as it proceeds. 
They are like pillars of a building, who uphold the physical and energetic 
structure to provide a space for sacred ritual. There is a 'talking stick' which is 
picked up from and returns to the centre of the circle by the person who speaks. 
A person only speaks once, and everyone is strongly encouraged to speak. 
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If time has been crcatcd fbr it, there may be a Second 'round'. People are tree 
to communicate in thcir own way, so long as they respect the circle, and do 
not 'dump on another person, or respond directly to another. This is a time 
for sharing vvhat matters to 	VOLI personally, lto\vevcr it niay come. 'I'his may 
include few wo ords and a span of silence, vocally cxpressing emotions, sharing 
gems of spiritual wisdom, or addressing the 'nuts and bolts' of an issue. 

The 'luki offers us spiritual inspiration and a strong sense of the pulse of 
the ss'hole community around an issue, at the deepest level. It is important 
not to leave it there. 10 bring what we have learned into the icalm of active 
change, we use a different process. It requires prepared ficihitation and a 
rational, clear thinking mind. At the completion of the Tuki, the ficilitators 
may get together and, based on what they have heard and felt, formulate a 
proposal, strategy or items, to take through a formal consensus style community 
meeting. This is (lone reasonably close to the completion of the luki, so as not 
to lose momentum. The focus is on action plan, followed by implementation. 

This approach has never tiiled us. It has brought about monumental 
changes at lui, always for the good of the whole. For example, our labour 
and financial structures at Tui have radically changed as the result ola 'luki, . and nosy reflect our 1996 group composition rather than adhering to 
si ructures which did not sci -ve the majority of current members. 

\oic: It is not appropriate for other groups to use the word "luki', as it is 
spccilically coined for the needs of our group. The international generic form, 
as used iii '1-leart Politics' gatherings, is called a 'Heart Sharing Circle'. I wutmld 
advise other groups to modify the form according to their culture and customs. 

SOME SOCIAL KEYS 

Amongst many of the major ire 'is to discuss openli and honestly in order to 
form Colllll1LlIlitV policy and practice on, I believe that the most important are: 
financial input, labour for communal projects, collective income earning, 
population growth, childraising, diet and communal cooking, sexuality, and 
the use of social drugs and alcohol. Ofcoursc, the reality is often diilerent froni 
the theory, and one's stance today can change tomorrow, but it is important 
to have accord initially, to know that it is worth investing in living together. 
(Check other categories under 'Con'mmiiumi Agreements for I)aily Living'. 

(;laritv is also needed to determine how intiniarely 	our group wants to 
live and become intertwined. The goal-setting process mentioned in the 
tollowing section covers this. Basically there are a cross-section of village • models, globally, ranging from kibbutzim (most communal) to strata title 
or company subdivision-style (least communal). It entirely depends on how 
the village is designed physically and socially. The need to communicate and 
co-operate can be built in or not iii the way the village functions. For example, 
it is possible to h is e i I 'mud in in u,er p imd by the sill ie 	so th it people do 
not need to ii oiL toge ilier on the land hut this choice is ill mci mt-ihk has e its 
own elleet on the bell ens uionmc nt and the communmt 	is ho lii es there 

V M iti mills 	choice 	i s ill 	prmniim ml) 	depend 	upon 	the 	its el 	of 	fin met il 
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involvement, and style of land and home ownership that people \vant, Al 
lo and the size of I md emh houschold dcsii Cs 
ie \'Vcrc Ito bLgI Ii ifrcsh with \ h u I luiow noxv Ii oni t \pei ienc I ' ould do 
ly four things as i gi 0111)  bitort committing to lmnd puidi isc 

4 
A training in conflict resolution, meeting facilitation and consensus dccision- * making. 

it w 
C Holistic participatory goal setting (see be/on'). 

A course in permaculture design - to provide common principles and 
methodology from which to observe, mud subsequently design, the land in 

Y order to meet group needs, with sensitivity to the local environment. 

• A trial project (such as the creation ofa permaculture design supported by 
the local c nmncil and its implementation of school or hospital grounds) in 
which no one in the group had a vested interest. This would be for the 
purpose of testing, in microcosm and telescoped i inme, how the group 
works together, involving such things as leadership hierarchy, group 
decision-making ability, financial management and the practical application 
of ideals. 

Participatory Goal Setting 
Ihrough our experiences of working with permaculture in Africa, a colleague 
and myselt have developed a simple participatory process of group dec isioii- 
making, inspired by a process called 	l-Iolistic Goal Setting', an aspect of 
'1-lohistic Resource Management' researched and taught by Alan Savor. 
Our approach also draws from Participator' Rural (or Rapid) Appraisal. I only 
want to mention it briefly here, because it is a step by step process in its 
own right, and it is not vet something we have used at Tui. 

This process begins with values. It oIlers an effective way of guiding 
and recording group processes and focuses on what members of a group 
have in common, vet dii lereimees quickly show up. It has the potential for 
lots CII fun and is strongly action oriented. If we had had tools like this 
available to us in our initial stages at Tui, I believe that we would have 
shortcut our uiivieklv development or maybe we would have split or some 
people would have left? Another member's viewpoint is that a group can 
only set goals when it has worked through its 'stufF to become aligned. 

Parenting 
lo me, growing up in an extended family is the biggest plus oh all aspects 
of community liir. The children are surrounded by many role niodclsaim&h 
styles of parenting. At Tui a child is ultimately under the care of his or her 
blood parents in all respects, and vet every single adult in tIme comnlunit 
develops their own 	form of relationship with each child, including 
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discipline and guidance. They form natural affinities with diikrcnt adults 
besides their parents, to whom they go to for nurturing and support. The 
importance of this is evident at Tui as our children enter tecnae years. 
Children grow up with others of all ages, who become like brothers and 
sistcis, just as in a bloodline cxtcndcd family. 

Community life is extremely supportive of parents. They are not isolated 
in the honic the environment is safe for small children to roam and 
explore without supervision; there is the emotional and physical support of 
other pareifls. There is the opportunity to work co-operatively with other 
adults, pursue your interests, and still be in close contact with your children. 
As is the case at Tui, community living provides scope for parents whose 
relationships change, and who choose to part ways, to live separately on 
the same property and co-parent - with a mininlum ifllpact on the child 
emotionally or physically. 

I want to outline what tbr me is a healthy progression from dependence 
to independence of children to their parents. This true scenario is made 
possible because of the unique nature of community life. Kaj and Zora arc 
twins who live at Uui. They came to live at Tui when they were three years 
old. Their parents had already separated, but decided to live on the same 
land for the sake of the children, and because they wanted to keep in 
contact and desired the same lifestyle. When the twins were young the 
lived with their mother, and saw their father every day. At primary school age, 
they,  spent three months living in each parent's house. At carlv teens the' 
each had a caravan, and lived nearby their parents houses, one girl near 
each parent. Every three months, they swapped location with each other, 
the tractor towing their caravans from one location to the other. Now they 
are in their mid teens, their caravans are close together, near the community 
house, and away from their parents. They are autonomous in every sense, 
managing their Own budget, cooking and washing for themselves. They 
have amiable relationships and plenty of contact for Ioth parents. I consider 
them to be reasonably well adjusted teenagers. 

Seasonal Celebrations and Rituals 
As we live close with the land and choose to deepen our relationship with 
nature, we come together to celebrate and honour the change of the seasons, 
at solstice and equinox. A few people prepare an appropriate ritual, with 
ndusion of the children where appropriate. We customarily begin our 

idcning working bees with some form of attunement and thanksgiving to 
he land. Our daily conlnlunitv meal begins with a circle and blessing song. 

Men's and Women's Gatherings 
The women (regularly) and the irien (occasionally) meet in their own groups 
separately to share in sacred ways on the full moons. We hold men's and 
\vOnlen's gatherings concurrently as a national event during the Summer. 
These take various fbrms, aiid are held br the purpose of sharing and support 
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for each other in ways which we siniplv can not gct from membcrs of the 
oppositc sex. I can only really speak for the women. Our gatherings range 
in nature from cultural events, to sharing life stories, to honouring lifc stages, 
to sharing about sexuality, to participating in a (oddcss-focused ritual, 
to opening the space for emotional support, to massaging each others feet. 
To me the' are a very important aspect of liIi at Tui. The bonding with lily 
sisters is precious to me. 

A core group of men and a core group of women, host men's and 
women's national gatherings annually, for around 35 people per group for 
up to one week. They are held at the same time, on Tui and neighbouring 
land. There is a 'runner' from the men's and from the womcn's core group 
to update daily ab( nit intended programme locations, So that the groups do 
not intersect. We view this as important, as we do not want the growth 

OCCSS we are experiencing as men and women, to be distracted by chance 
encounters with the opposite sex. We are embarking on a deep healing and 
sacred journey into knowing ourselves as men and as women, of' having the 
support of those of the same sex to look at, process and resolve issues that 
are unique to each sex, and what it iiieans to relate to each other beyond all 
the conditioned ficadcs, pseudu-selfand games that we have learnt in order 
to avoid intimacy and being real. 

On the last two days we come together as men and women, in what we 
warmly call, 'the merge'. During these two days we spend times together and 
apart as one group, vet always staving at our own camps. We initially come 
together in silence, showing each other who we are in our vulnerability while 
at the same time in our power. The first meeting has been a very sacred 
moment, and an honouring of the universal man and the universal woman. 

The oratory n'aikorero (essence of heart circle sharing process) that 
follows is insightful for both sexes to understand, appreciate and accept 
each other on a new level. 

I believe that these gatherings play their small part in creating a new 
parailigm of men and women to relate with each other, and I believe that 
the healing is inter-generational. I have been beneficially changed by them and 
it is a deep and lasting change. It is worthwhile to write an entire chapter, 
maybe book, on these gatherings! I hope that some day someone will. The 
healing of relationships between men and women is essential for world peace. 

SPIRITUAL BAsIs 
It is difficult to define our spiritual basis because it is so interwoven in how 
we live our lives, our relationships with each other, the land we are guardians 
for, and our planet generally. The closest names may be 1)cep Ecology or 
Earth-Centred Spirituality. We do not adhere to any dogma or religion. 
We embody New Age, but could not be defined as that, as we acknowledge 
all chakras as sacred and valid, not just the 'higher' ones. 

We bring spirituality into physieality in a tangible way through our 
relationship with each other, the earth, and our vork. \Vc encourage humour, 
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Co-operative iii ,,zt's: 'Crossing the river without setting foot in the water'. 

Wnnen '.cqathering: A craft-making Session. 
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passion for life, and dropping addictions, both sub stance and behavioural. 
As a community we encourage a vegetarian diet, and strongly discourage 
drugs. A vital part of our spiritual growth is that we commit to clear, 
honest conimunication and feedback, and taking responsibility for our 
emotional energy (e.g. anger) rather than 'dumping' on each other. 

We arc by no means holier than those who have not made conscious 
choices to do these things in their lives. It is just that by choice we arc 
willing to heal our wounds and become more whole. Collectively, we believe 
that this is fundamental to the creation of a sustainable society, and we want 
no less. Community life accelerates this opportunity many-fold. 

Be honest with yourself about whether you are ready for this challenge 
before you enibark on any community venture! \Vcll known author, 
Scott Peck, has defined that to get in touch with true community we go 
through the stages of pseudo-community and then chaos. We at liii have 

surely done that - and we are richly rewarded. I encourage you to hang in 

there should you take the plunge! 

PHILOSOPHICAL REFLECTION 
in 	 fulfilling and stimulating, sustaining. * Personally I find living 	community 

1 	have somCtimes heard intentional conimunitv relirred to as 'a social 
experiment'. Yet for me it is 'the norm', with the current Wcstcrn-likstyle 

I norm of the socially isolated nuclear fimilv being the social experiment! 
be lhrough life at Tui I am rediscovering what I believe to 	a natural social 

p Un rn cnwdcd within the g ni s 	is b isic is in mini il s instinLt 	I blis 

th it in its this p itni n is oi 	rl ud by conditioning gcnu atd fl om te ir of 
I intimacy, and separation from our Earth Mother. I am fiiscinatcd that as 

discover about other land-based intentional communities around the 

H 
planet that have been operating for some time, I find that they have developed 
similar customs to ourselves, even down to some tine details. There arc 
essential patterns in leaves and water-flow, so it is fasible there are God-given 

H r Nueprints for human settlement, regardless of how sophisticated we think 

\\'C have become. It is simply a matter of uncovering the clutter. 

i 


